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EXPONENTIALLY SMALL ASYMPTOTICS FOR INTERNAL 

SOLITARY WAVES WITH OSCILLATORY TAILS 

IN A STRATIFIED FLUID 

S. M. Sun and M. C. Shen 

ABSTRACT. The objective of this paper is to develop rigorously a method of ex- 
ponentially small asymptotics for the solution of the equations governing internal 
solitary waves with oscillatory tails in a density-stratified fluid. 

1. Introduction 

A recent remarkable discovery in the mathematical theory of solitons is the so-called 
generalized solitary wave, which consists of a solitary wave plus an oscillatory tail 
at infinity, and many new ideas have been developed to deal with mathematical dif- 
ficulties encountered in proving its existence. A generalized solitary wave was first 
found in the study of progressive surface waves on a liquid of constant density with 
small surface tension. Let B be the Bond number, a nondimensional surface tension 
coefficient, and F, the Froude number, the square of a nondimensional wave speed. 
For 0 < B < 1/3 and F > 1 but near 1, the eigenvalue problem associated with 
the linearized governing equations possesses a positive eigenvalue and the correspond- 
ing eigenfunction is periodic in the horizontal direction. The effect of the periodic 
eigenfunction manifests itself at infinity where a solitary wave solution decays to zero. 
Hence a generalized solitary wave comes into being. The existence proof of a gen- 
eralized solitary wave was first given independently by Beale [1] and Sun [2] on the 
basis of different methods. However, there are also some similarities in the underlying 
ideas used in the two approaches. Essentially one has to deal with functions, which 
consist of a part decaying to zero at infinity and a part being periodic. The latter 
part is characterized by its amplitude and phase shift. Other existence proofs based 
on center manifold theory were given by looss and Kirchgassner [3], and Turner [4]. 
Recently generalized solitary waves have also been found in a density-stratified fluid 
without surface tension. For example, in a two-layer fluid with free surface a general- 
ized solitary wave appears as an internal wave at the interface [5]. For a continuously 
density-stratified fluid with free surface supported by a rigid horizontal bottom, one 
has to deal with two eigenvalue problems. One eigenvalue problem under the long 
wave approximation with z/ = F"1 as the eigenvalue parameter yields infinitely many 
positive eigenvalues, z/n,n = 0,l,2,3,.... A progressive wave solution may appear with 

—1/2 a wave speed near i/n 
/ . For each i/n, there is another eigenvalue problem correspond- 

ing to the linearized governing equations with fi as an eigenvalue parameter. There are 
at most finitely many positive eigenvalues, the corresponding eigenfunctions of which 
are periodic in the horizontal direction. It has been shown [6] that for u = VQ there is 
no positive eigenvalue of //, and this case is similar to the classical solitary wave on a 
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liquid of constant density without surface tension as studied in Friedrichs and Hyers 
[7]. For v = ui there appears a positive eigenvalue of fi and a generalized solitary 
wave, which represents an internal wave, emerges. For is = z/&, k > 1, there may exist 
more than one positive eigenvalue of fi. Results for these cases may be found in [6], 
[8], [9]. 

The most intriguing question regarding a generalized solitary wave concerns the 
amplitude of its oscillatory tail at infinity. In the case of a liquid of constant density 
with small surface tension, Beale [1] proved that the amplitude is asymptotically small 
beyond all orders of a small parameter, and conjectured that it should be exponen- 
tially small. The conjecture has been proved to be correct [10]. Naturally one may 
ask whether a generalized solitary wave corresponding to vi in a stratified fluid with- 
out surface tension may share the same property. We note that a formal asymptotic 
approach to the problem of generalized solitary waves in a stratified fluid with fixed 
boundaries was used by Akylas and Grimshaw [11], and the same problem was also 
treated by Kirchgassner and Lankers by the method of center manifold theory [12]. 
However, up to now a rigorous derivation of the exponentially small estimate in the 
case of a stratified fluid is still lacking. The objective of this paper is to develop a rig- 
orous asymptotic method for the solution of a system of nonlinear integro-differential 
equations in order to obtain an exponentially small estimate for the amplitude of the 
periodic part of the solution, which is the oscillatory tail of a generalized solitary wave 
in a stratified fluid. Our main contribution may be stated in the following theorem: 

Assume that the fluid motion is steady in reference to a coordinate system moving 
at a constant speed. Let pfy) > 0 with p'(ip) < 0 and Ufy) > 0 be the density and the 
horizontal velocity of the fluid at equilibrium and 21(77) and Z(r}) be the eigenfunctions 
corresponding to the eigenvalues 0, K

2
 of /x, respectively, where K > 0, ip is the stream 

function, 0 < ^ < 1 with ip = 0 at bottom and ip = 1 on the free surface, and 

vM = f Qity'dt = f p^wity'dt. 
Jo Jo 

If z/ = z/i(l — <$ie) with 61 > 0, then for small e > 0 there exists a streamline function 
/(XJVOJ where ip = il)(X, f) = constant along a streamline with -00 < X < +00, 
satisfies the exact equations governing the motion of the flow, such that 

f(X,1>) = vW + eS(e1/2x)z1(r)(i/j)) + ACOS(K(X - 6 tanh aO)ZfoWO) 

4- e2Oi{x,ip) + Ae02{(x - 8 tanh x),^). 

Here x — X(\ — <Te)_1/2, G will be determined as part of the solution with a bounded, 
8 is a given phase shift satisfying sin<$/£ ^ 0 assumed to be small, 

S{i) = (^/81/ai)sech2((-^1/31/7i)1/2^/2), 

is the approximate solution for a solitary wave in a stratified fluid with 

7i = - /   q2(v)4(v)drii 
Jo 

a1= [  q2(V)z3
lr)(r))dr}^0, 

Jo 

A = /  q2(v)z2
lv(v)dr), 

Jo 
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Oifoiip) = 0(exp(—dlxle1/2)) with d a positive constant, 02(2/,^) is periodic in y 
with period 27r/Ac and bounded for small e, 

for 0 < 7r(-<5i/3i/7i)~1/2 - r < £ < ^(-^i/Ji^i)-1/2 with a fixed arbitrarily small 
number r > 0, n is any fixed positive integer, iif is a constant independent of e and 
A is the amplitude of the oscillatory tail. We refer a reader to the survey paper by 
Boyd [13] for more physical examples of generalized solitary waves, and to Segur, 
Tanveer and Levine [14] for discussions on solitary waves in the presence of small 
surface tension by Vanden-Broeck [15] and Beale [16], and on exponential asymptotics 
by Meyer [17] among others. Here we remark that in the case of constant density and 
nonzero surface tension some numerical evidence [15] indicates that there might be 
solitary waves without ripples at infinity for special values of parameters involved. It 
is certainly an open question whether the amplitude of the ripples could be zero. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first formulate the problem 
in terms of the streamline function. In Section 3, an approximate expression for the 
solitary waves in a stratified fluid is derived by a formal asymptotic approach. In 
Section 4, basically we expand a solution of the governing equations in terms of the 
eigenfunctions corresponding to the zero and the positive eigenvalue of /x and oth- 
ers. Two solvability conditions are prescribed so that the Green's function of the 
linearized equations can be constructed. Then we transform all differential equations 
into integro-differential equations via Green's functions and extend the horizontal vari- 
able to the complex plane. Furthermore, we consider functions consisting of two parts. 
One part decays to zero at infinity and the other is periodic in the horizontal direction. 
Several Banach spaces for these functions are defined for later use. In Section 5, the 
norms of the integral operators corresponding to the Green's functions are estimated. 
In Section 6, the integro-differential equations are also decomposed into two parts, one 
for decaying functions and the other for periodic functions. A priori estimates of their 
solutions are derived. The important result is the exponentially small estimate of the 
amplitude of the periodic part. Finally in Section 7, an existence theorem is proved 
by means of the contraction map theorem, which implies the theorem just stated. 

2. Formulation 

We consider a two-dimensional wave of permanent type moving with constant velocity 
c > 0 in a layer of inviscid, incompressible fluid of variable density with a free surface 
over a rigid horizontal bottom. A coordinate system moving with the wave is chosen 
so that in reference to the coordinate system the fluid flow is steady. The governing 
equations are the following, in 0 < y* < £*(#*), 

p*(u*v*.+v*vl.) = -p*g-pl*, 

<* + ^* = 0, 
u*p*x.+v*p*r=09 

at the free surface y* = C(x*), 
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at the rigid bottom y* = 0, 

v* = 0, 

where p* is the density, (u*,v*) is the velocity, p* is the pressure and g is the gravi- 
tational acceleration. Following Yih [18], we introduce new dependent variables u, v 
such that 

fi=(p*)1/V,    v = (p*)1/2v\ 

and the governing equations become 

uux* + i;fiy* = —p**, (1) 

ni?^* + 'Div = -P*^ - Py*, (2) 

fia:* + Vy = 0, (3) 

up*x.+vp*r=0 (4) 

at the free surface y* = (* 

at the bottom y* = 0, 

«C*. -t; = 0,    p*=0; (5) 

v = 0. (6) 

Prom (3), a stream function ip*(x*,y*) may be defined such that 

u=ry.(x*,v'), v = -rAx*,y*)- (7) 
Note that the domain for (1) to (6) is unknown since £* is to be determined as part 
of the solution. However both the free surface and bottom are streamlines. Thus to 
have a fixed domain, we use x* and ip* as independent variables and the so-called 
streamline function /* as the dependent variable such that ip*(x*,f*) = constant 
defines a streamline. From (4), it is easy to see that p* = p*(ip*) and by (1) and (2) 
we have 

VV + g(dp*/d>ip*)y* = dh*/dil>*, (8) 

where h*(il>*) = ((V£02 + (V&02)/2 + P* + gp*y*- Equation (8) was first formulated 
by Dubreil-Jacotin in 1935 [19]. We let the bottom y* = 0 be -0* = 0 and on the free 
surface y* = £*, ip* = ip* and 

((rr)
2 + (C02)/2 + P* + 9P*C = **(#)• (9) 

Also by the definition of /*, we have 

Vy*  := l/fif>*y        Yx*   ~ ~~fx*/flp*' 

Thus (8) and (9) become 

(1/2) ((i + (/x*.)2)/(/;.)!%. - (/;.//;• )x- 

+g(dp*/dr)r = dh*/dr, 

(i/2)(i+(/*o2)/(/;o2+gp-r = h*(r,) at r = r„ (n) 
/* = 0 at tp* = 0, (12) 
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where p* = 0 at if>* = ip* is used. We can make all the variables nondimensional by 
introducing dimensionless variables 

X = x*/H*,  p = p*/P(h  tl> = p/c1H*,  f = r/H*, 

u = u*/c,  tk = ^/ciJT = 1,   h = h*/cl  D = h*(rs)/cl 

v = PogH*/cl = gH*/c,  ci = pj/2c, 

where H* is the uniform depth of the equilibrium state, po is a characteristic density 
and D = D(i>) is a parameter depending on v. Rewrite (10) to (12) as 

(1/2)((1 + fx)/(U)2)^ - Ux/U)x + v(dp/di>)f = dh/dip, (13) 

(1/2)(1 + /i)/4 + i/p(l)/ = D(u) at ^ = 1, (14) 
/ = 0 at rp = 0. (15) 

First let us consider an equilibrium state / = r)(il>) as a solution of (13) to (15) 
independent of X. If the equilibrium velocity is (u,v) = (U(ip),0), then 

/* = (u)-1 = (p^wum-1 = (QW)-
1 

ri> (16) 
VW = /   q-Ht)dt. 

Jo 

We let 77(1) = 1 by a suitable choice of po. Also assume q(ip) > 0 for 0 < ip < 1. Since 
T)(i>) is an equilibrium state for (13) to (15), h(ip) and D(u) must be chosen by 

fc(V0 = D{v) + [  (l/2)(l/(^)2)^ + v{dpldip)7] #, (17) 

D{u) = (1/2)(1/W(1))2 + i/p(l)ij(l). (18) 

From (16), we can represent ip as a function of 77 and thus f{X, ip) = f(X, ip(r})). Since 
r](ip) is the equilibrium state and the solutions of (13) to (15) are only considered as 
perturbations of the equilibrium solution, we assume 

f(X,iP) = ij(V) + v)(X,ri) = v(i>) + W(X,TI(1>))> (19) 

where w is a function of X.JJ. Therefore by (13) to (15), (17) to (19), W(X,IJ) satisfies 

(l/2)(g2(2^ + ^-^)/(l + ^)2), (20) 

+ q2(wx/(l + Wr,))x - vpvw = 0, 

(l/2)g2(l)(2w^ + w2 - t4)/(l + w,,)2 - i//9(l)ti; = 0 at T? = 1, (21) 

w = 0 at 77 = 0, (22) 

where g and p are considered as functions of 77 also if no confusion arises. In the 
following, we shall use (20) to (22) as our basic governing equations. 
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3.  Formal derivation of solitary waves 

We rewrite (20) to (22) as 

Lu(w) = (q2wr])v - up^ = (f>i(XiV), (23) 

wv - i/p(l)<r2(l)i«/ = <h(X) at 7i = 1, (24) 
w = 0 at 77 = 0, (25) 

where 

Mw) = -Q2^xx + (S^Xg2™^ + JFKw), 

FxH = (l/2)(g2(^ - 4^ - 3^)/(l + ii;,)2)^ 

+q2(wxWrl/(l + wrt))x, 

F2(w) = (l/2)(w2
x - 4tf - 3^)/(l 4- ^)2. 

Assume pv < 0, q2 > 0 and both are sufficiently smooth. It is known from Sturmian 
theory (Dunford and Schwartz [20]) that the eigenvalue problem 

Lv(q) = (^^77)77 - vpnz = 0, (26) 

^ - iyp(l)q-2(l)z = 0 at 77 = 1, (27) 
z = 0 at 7/ = 0, (28) 

possesses simple eigenvalues 0 < I/Q < 1/1 < - —, vn —> +00, and ZQ (77), 21(77), • •. are 
corresponding real eigenfunctions. The asymptotic forms of i/n and 2n(?7) for n > 1 
are 

un = n27r2 ( f Q{t)dt\     + 0(1), (29) 

znto) = (^Q1/2^))"1™ (vX2£Q(t)<tt) +0(1/11), (30) 

where (5(77) = q~1(v)(~Pv)1^2' ket ^ in (23) to (25) be an eigenvalue i/n of (26) to 
(28). Then (23) to (25) is solvable if and only if the solvability condition 

Nfrufa) = / zn(V)MX,v)dv - zn(l)MX)<?(l) = ^ (31) 
./o 

holds. 
Now let v be near un and write v = i/n(l — 6ne) in (23) to (25) where e is a small 

positive parameter. Assume X = ^e"1/2 and 

w = eiwxfori) + ewtfari) + •••), (32) 

and substitution of the above formal series expansion in (23) to (25) yields a sequence 
of approximate equations and boundary conditions for wi, W2, The equations for 
wi are the same as (26) to (28) with z/ = vn. Thus 

wi(£,77) = S{£)zn(r)), 
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where S(€) is to be determined. The equations for W2 are 

Lvnfa) = -q2witt + (3/2) {q2wlv)ri - unSnpvwl9 

W277 - ^nP(l)^~2(l)W2 = -Z/n^nP(l)(?~2(l)^l + (3/2)wfv at 7) = 1, 

W2 = 0 at 7) = 0. 

By the condition (31), we have 

rl 

-«2%4 + (3/2)52^(^24577)7? - VnSnpT,Sz*dTl 

- zn(l)(-Sisn6np(l)zn(l) + (S/^^^flJ^tl)) = 0, 

and it follows that 

7n% - (3/2)an5
2 + 8n0nS = 0, (33) 

where 

7n = - /   q2(r))zl(rj)dTi, 
Jo 

<xn=     q2(v)4v(v)dv, 
Jo 

Pn=       q2(7))zl(r))d7], 
Jo 

and ^n satisfies (26) to (28). We note that jn <0 and 0n > 0, and obtain 

S(0 = (^^n/^)sech2((^5n/3n/7n)1/2(e _ &)/2), (34) 

provided an / 0 and £n > 0, where ^o is constant and will be set equal to zero. 
Therefore wi{X,rj) = eS(e1^2X)zn(7]) is formally a first order approximation to a 
solution of (23) to (25). Since the case for n = 0 has been studied in [6], here we 
only consider the case of n = 1. In the following, we shall rigorously prove that 
wi (X) rj) with an exponentially small oscillatory tail at infinity is an approximation 
to a solution of (23) to (25). Needless to say, the formal asymptotic series in powers 
of e fails to catch the exponentially small term. Furthermore the classical existence 
proof of a solitary wave can not be carried over because of the appearance of a positive 
eigenvalue of ^ as shown in the next section. 

4. Integro-differential equations and Banach spaces 

Assume v = i/i(l — Sie) and rewrite (23) to (25) as 

(tf2™^ + q2'Wxx - viPvW = (3/2)(g2^)77 - u^eprjW + Fi(w), (35) 

Wrj - vip(l)q-2(l)w = -i/i£iep(l)g~2(l)K; + faiX) at 77 = 1, (36) 

w = 0 at 77 = 0. (37) 

We consider the following eigenvalue problem, 

tfNJr, - viPrjN = pq2N, (38) 

N^ - i/1p(l)^-2(l)W' = 0 at 77 = 1, (39) 

N = 0 at 77 = 0. (40) 
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Here // = 0 is an eigenvalue of (38) to (40) and z1 (rj) as an eigenfunction of (26) to (28) 
is also an eigenfunction of (38) to (40). As shown in [18], zi(rj) has exactly one zero 
in (0,1). By usual Sturm oscillation theorem [20], we know that /x = 0 is the second 
largest eigenvalue for (38) to (40) since zi(rj) has only one zero in (0,1). Note that 
—/x is the eigenvalue parameter in the Sturm oscillation theorem. Thus (38) to (40) 
have exactly one positive eigenvalue K? with the corresponding eigenfunction Z(rj) 
and /0 Z

2(r))q2 {rj)dr) = 1. Also there exist infinitely many negative eigenvalues of (38) 
to (40), denoted by — k\, —k2,... — k\ —» — oo with the corresponding eigenfunctions 
un(ri) and 

u2
n(v)q2(v)dv = 1. 

/o 
By the general Sturm-Liouville theorem, we have that for large n 

f Jo 

fcy2=n7r + | + 0(lM (41) 

«»(»?) = g-1(r?)(v/2sin(^27?) + 0(l/n)). (42) 

Now we let 

W(X,TI) = e(a*(X)Z(i1) + b*(X)z1(V) + 8*(X,V)) (43) 

subject to the orthogonality conditions 

' Z(rl)d*(X,V)q2(r,)dr] = 0, I 
L 

0 
1 

,2/ 

(44) 

^(^(X^VMefy^O, 

for all ^.Basically (44) are the conditions to separate the components a*{X)Z{TJ) 
and b*{X)zi(r)) from 6*(X,rj) in the solution w. Furthermore, they also ensure the 
existence of a Green's function to be constructed later. Let X = x/(l — ae)1/2 (Beale 
[1]). We note that the strained horizontal variable X is introduced here so that a can 
be considered as an extra unknown to be determined by solvability conditions as seen 
later. If we let 0* = 6(x,rj), a* = a(x) and 6* = 6(x), then (35) to (37) become 

(q20v)v + q20xx- ViPvO = ^(a,a, M), (45) 

Orj - z/ip(l)<r2(l)l9 = F4(cr,a,b,8) at rj = 1, (46) 

0 = 0 at 7] = 0, (47) 

where 

Fsicr, a, 6,9) =aeq2(aZ + bz1 + d)xx - v^ep^aZ + bzx + 0) 

- q2bxxz1 - q2(axx + K2a)Z + (3/2)e(q2(aZ + bz1 + 9)2)71 

+ e-1F1(e(az + bz1+0)), 

F4(a,a,b,0) = - z/1^iep(l)g-2(l)(az + tei + 9) 

+ (3e/2)(aZ7? + bzlr) + e^)2 + e-1F2(e(aZ + ^i + 0)). 

We multiply (45) by either Z(rj) or £1(77), integrate the resulting equation with respect 
to 7] from zero to one and simplify it by integration by parts and boundary conditions 
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(46) and (47). Then by use of (44) we have the following two conditions for Fz and 

/ F3(a,a(x),b^),0(x,v))Z(v)dV-q2(l)Z(l)F4        =0, (48) 
Jo 1=1 

f F3(a,a(x)Mx),0(x,j1))z1(V)dV-qHl)zi(l)F4        =0. (49) 
Jo r>=1 

Since we need to show that WI{X,T)) = eS{e1l2X)z\{r]) is an approximation to a 
solution of (35) to (37), we let 

b{x) = S{e1l2x)+oj{x), (50) 

where S{£,) is defined in (34) with n = 1, & = 0. By substituting (50) for b{x) in (48) 
and (49) and making use of the expressions for Fz and F4, it is obtained that 

wa;x+<5i/3i7rlew-37r1«;ie'5(€1/2a;)a; = 5i(5,o-,a,w,6l), (51) 

axx-\-K2a = g2(S,a,a,iJj,6), (52) 

where 

0i(S,CT,a,w,0)=7"~1((3/2)ea1w
2 J    ( - aeq2{aZ + bzl + 0)xx 

+ viS^PniaZ + 6)- (3e/2)(?
2((aZ + bzi + 6)1 - {bz%))v 

- e-1^ (e(aZ + (w + S)zl + 6))zl{n)}d<q 

+ g2(l)^i(l)( - i^tfi€/>(l)ff-3(l)(oZ + 0) 

+ (3c/2)((oZ, + fezi^ + 9r,f - b{zlv)2) 

+ f.-1F2{e{aZ + bz1+d)))\ _\ 

g2(X,a,a,ix>,6) = /   (aeq2(aZ + bzi + 9)xx - vi8if.pv(aZ + bzi + 9) 

+ (3/2)e(q2(aZ + bz1+9)2)v 

+ e^Fi (c(oZ + bz! + 9))^Z(T])dT] 

- q2(l)Z(l) ( - uiSiep{l)q-2(l)(aZ + bzi + 9) 

+ (3e/2)(a£„ + bzlv + ^)2 

+ e-1F2(e(oZ + 621+0))) 
n=i 

Therefore from (35) to (37), we have the equivalent equations (45) to (47), (51) and 
(52). Now we transform these equations into integral equations. For (45) to (47), it 
is straightforward to find the Green's function [8] 

00 

G{x, m C, 0 = (-1/2) Y, UnivWiOK1'2 exp(-|x - flfcj/2), (53) 
n=l 
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by using the eigenfunction expansion of (38) to (40) and (44). Hence the solution of 
(45) to (47) with (44) can be expressed as 

r+oo   r1 

/  G(x,r,^,OF3(a,a,b,0)dCd^ 
-oo   JO 

/+oo 

G(:c>i7;e,l)F4(cr,a>M)d£. 
-OO 

(54) 

From (51), we see that ,0i(a;) = dS(€1/2x)/dx as an odd function is a solution of 
the homogeneous equation. Another linearly independent solution fafa) as an even 
function can be easily found. Here ipi (x) and ^2 0*0 form a fundamental set of solutions 
and their Wronskian is one. Thus if u(x) and gi(x) in (51) are even, (51) can be 
inverted to 

px r+oo 

u(x) = il)i(x) /   ^2{s)g1{s)ds + ^2(2:) /       ^i{s)gi{s)ds 
JO Jx 

n+00 

=  /       k{xys)gi(s)ds (55) 
Jo 

for x > 0, and 
/»4-oo 

u)(x) =  /       A;(--a;, s)gi(s)ds 
Jo 

(56) 

for re < 0. Finally we can transform (52) into 

a(x) = jicosKX 4- (l/ft) /   sinK(a; — 5)^2(5)^5 
Jo 

if a(a;) and ^2(3^) are even, where /2 is a constant to be determined later. Therefore 
we only need to show that there exists a solution (a, 6,6) of (54) to (56) when e is 
small. Note that S(ell2x) in (34) can be analytically extended to complex z-plane 
with |Im z\ < 7r(—(5i^ie/7i)~1/2. In order to obtain an exponentially small estimate, 
we also need to extend the domain of solutions to the complex plane. Thus (54) to 
(56) are rewritten in terms of the complex variable z where Re z — x as 

0(z,v)=(JZ   +J H/ G{z^U)F3{cT,a,b,e)d^di 

- (f   +J H G(z,mt,l)FA(a,a,b,e)dZ 

= gmte)Mt))(*,v), (57) 
r+oo 

u)(z)= /       k(z,s)g1(s)ds = C(g1(s))(z), 
Jo 

(58) 

a(z) = ficosKz + (l//c) /   sin/c(z - 5)^2(5)^5 = V{g2{s)){z), (59) 
Jo 

and find even analytic functions 0(2,77), UJ(Z) and a(z) as solutions of (57) to (59) in 
|Im z\ < U-1!2 for 0 < I < 7r(-6ipi/ji)-1/2. Also the integrands in (57) to (59) are 
in |Im z\ < tc-1'2. 
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In the following, we define some Banach spaces for later use. Let 0 < A < 1, m,n 
be nonnegative integers and 

Dr = {(z,7))\0<r)<l,-oo< Rez < +oo, |Im z\ <r}, 

and define 

C0/M=    sup    (l/^^lexp^/^RezD), 

C+f(z97i) =    sup    (|/(2,77)| exp(-K;|Im ^|)), 
(z^eDr 

H\f(z,v)=    sup    {\f(x + 81+iy,r)1)-f(x + iy,ri2)\ 
(z TI^GLD 

m<ir       x (^ + (7?! -m)2)-xi2zMdzll2\x\% 
Hxf(z'>rl)=    sup    (|/(z + £1+^,771)-/(z + iy,772)| 

1?i|<?r x (Sf + (77! - 772)
2)-A/2 exp(-Ac|Im s|)), 

where d > 0 is a constant less than (-^iA/71)1^2/4. Then we define Banach spaces 
J5°, 5+ and Bn as follows: 

^n - {/M € Cn(^r x [0,1]) I /(.,77) is analytic, /(-*,.) = /(^.) and 

/(x, 77) is real for x £ M, 

m=0 A;=0 v ' ^ 

B+ = {/(z,7?) € Cn(Dri x [0,1]) I /(•,),) is analytic,/(-z,-) = /(*,-), 

f(x,T)) is real and /(a; + 2ir/K,T)) = f(x,T)) for a; € M, 

Bn = {f(z,v) ^ Cn(Dr x [0,1])   f(;ri) is analytic and 

f(z,V) = f{z,v)+f+(z-8 tanh hz, 77) where f G B° 

and /+ € S+, ||/||Bn = ||/0bo + ||/+|Un+}, 

where /i = (l/4)(-5i^i/7i)1/2. Note that in the definition of Bn, we need Dri in 5+ 
larger than Dr in 5^ by letting ri > r. In the following we let 

r = He-1'2 +f,u  n = &-1/2 + £2,   0 < £1 < *2, (60) 

and 0 < I < 7r(-5ii9i/7i)"1/2. (J is a given constant, called the phase shift of the 
periodic part of atfunction in Bn. We keep 6 small so that f+(z - 6 tanh ^,77) is 
well-defined in Dr. Also note that £ is any number in (0,7r(-^i/31/71)). In what 
follows we may choose £ in 0 < 7r(-61p1/'yi)~1^2 - r < £ < ^{-hPi/li)'112 where 
r > 0 is a fixed arbitrarily small number. 
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5.  Estimates of the integral operators 

First let us consider the integral operator G in (57). By the definition of (57), for 
z = x + iy E Dr and /I(Z,TJ), f2(z) in Bn we have 

0(fuf2)=(fM  +Jz ^J G&ri&Qfi&QdTidC 

"(/   +J^OO)G^fl^1)M0dC 
ax+iy r+oo+iyx     /•! 

+ / /   G(x + iy,ri;Z,Ofi(t,QdCdZ 
-oo+iy      Jx+iy       J JO 
ax+iy r+oo+iy\ 

+ )G(x + iv,ri;t,Oh(t)dt 
■oo+iy      Jx+iy       J 

= ([X + f+00) ['Gix^^Ohti + iyiOdtdZ 
\J-oo      Jx        J  Jo 

- (f + ^+00) G(x, m £, i)m + ivW 
/+oo   pi 

/ G(x,Tr,z,OMZ + iv,C)dCdZ 
-oo   JO 

/+oo 

G(x,mz,i)h{Z + iy)dti 
-oo 

= Gxh-G2f2, (61) 

where (53) has been used. The integrals in G{h,h) transformed to real cases were 
studied in [8]. Obviously G(fi,f2)(z,v) is analytic in z. From the estimates in real x 
[8], we have 

Lemma 1. (1)    If MZ,TJ) € B+ and f2(z) G B++1 for n>0, then G{h,h){z,Ti) 6 
Bn+2  and 

\\G{fuf2)\\BU2 < K{\\h\\Bi + ll/2llB„+
+1)- 

(2)    // /!(*, r,) € Bl and f2(z) € B0
n+1 for n > 0, then 

Qi(fi,h)(z,v) € B++2 and G(fi,f2) = Gifi - ^2/2 

with 

-10 

for 0 < m < n, 0<i<Tn, 

^dz'dr)™-'1 J -      \j^.       \dzi 
Ki=i 
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for 0<m<n + l, 0<z<ra, 

QziQrjn+k-i J A yQziQr]n+2-i J -      I   Z^ ^ Z^        \dz^dr]V 

/or jfc = 1,2, 0 < z < 7i + A:, ni = min(n, i), and 

for 0 < i < n 4- 2, where K is constant 

C0 UzW^-V +HOx \dz*dT,»+*-*) - K (5 V    \d£)) +jff° \d^) 

The proof of Lemma 1 is only based on the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions in (41) and (42). The Green's function G(a;,77;^,C) behaves like 

ln{{x - 02 + {V- (?) for {x - 02 + (V - C)2 < 4 and like exp(-A;1
1/2|^ - ^|) for 

\x — ^|2 > 4. We use these approximations for G(x, rj] ^ Q and usual arguments for 
obtaining a priori estimates of solutions of elliptic equations to prove Lemma 1. Since 
the proof is similar to the one in [8], we omit it here. 

Now let us study the operator £ defined in (58). By the definition, we have 

pz r+oo 

C(f(s))(z)=Tp1(z)J   Ms)Mds + Mz)J       Ms)f(s)ds, (62) 

where f(z) € Bn. Since f(z) and faiz) are even and ifriiz) is odd, (62) is well-defined 
and £/ is even. To have estimates of £f(z), we need only consider Re z > 0. Let 
f(z) G B+ and 

C+f(z) = -(l/2)(-71/5iAe)1/2(/_Z   exp ( - (-e/W7i)1/2(* - *)) 

/+oo 

exp {(-efaSxI-n)1'^* - s))f(s)ds). 

(63) 

By the asymptotic forms of il)i(z) and ^2(2) for large Re z, we have 

Cf{z) = C+f{z) + {Tf){z), (64) 

where (Tf)(z) goes to zero with order of 0(exp(-de1/2|Re z\)) for large Re z. Since 
a similar integral operator as (62) was discussed in [8] and the only difference is the 
coefficients, which will not change the estimates, we state the results without proof. 

Lemma 2. (1)    For f(z) G B^we have Cf(z) € B^29 

C0(^^)<^--2)/2||/(,)|boo 

for m = 0,1,2, 

c0 (rJ*^) - ^(roi"2)/2ii/(^ii^-2 
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for 2 < m < n 4- 2, mi = min(m, n)7 and 

(2)    for /(z) £ Bt with n > 0, me /i««e £+/ € Bj+2, Tf £ B°t2, 

for m = 0,1,2, 

/or 2 < m < n + 2, and 

A similar proof of this Lemma can be found in [8]. 

Finally we consider the operator V defined in (59).  Let f(z) € Bn with f(z) = 
f0(z) + f+(z-6 tanh hz) and 

V(f(s))(z) = jicosKz + (l/K) /   smK,(z-s)f(s)ds. 
Jo 

(65) 

Since Vf(z) is even, we need only obtain the estimates for Re z > 0. From (65), we 
have 

Vf(z) = fi cos KZ + (l/«) /   sin K(Z - s)f(s)ds 
Jo 

+ (l/zc) /   sin K,(Z - s)f+(s - 6 tanh hs)ds 
Jo 

= [ICOSKZ + (1/K) /   smK(z-s)f+(s-8)ds 
Jo 

+ (1/K) /       sin /c(^ - s)g0(s)ds - (l//c) /       sin «(* - 5)^u(5)cZ5, 

where ^(5) = f0(s) + f+(s - S tanh hs) - f+(s - 6). Let 

(VJrf{s)){z) = iLCOSKz+{llK) I   smK(z-s)fJr{s-8)ds 
Jo 

r+00 
+ {I/K) sin KZ I       cos K5^0(5)rf5 

JO 
r+oo 

- (l//c) cos KZ /       sin Ksg0{s)ds 
Jo 

= pcosKZ + qsinKZ + (1/K) /   sinAc(^ - 5)/+(5 - 6)ds, 
Jo (66) 
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where 
r+oo 

p = ft — (l//c) /       sin Ksg0(s)ds, 
Jo 

q = (l/K,)  /        cos^5p0(5)ds. 

Replace z in (66) by z + <$ to have 

'P+f(z + 8) — (PCOSKS + qsmK,6)cosKZ + (QCOSKS — psmK6)smKz 

+ (!/«) /    sm/c(2: — s)f'^(s)ds 4- (1//^) /   sin K(Z — s)f+ (s)ds 
J-6 Jo 

= ACOSKZ + (I/K) /   sinK(Z — s)f+ (s)ds 
Jo 

provided 

o 
= (M+/(5))(z), (67) 

f0 
pcosftS + qsmK6 — (1/K) /    sinKsf+(s)ds = A, (68) 

qcosK,8 — psiiiKS 4- (l/^c) /    costts/+ (5)^5 = 0. 

From (68) and (69), we know that /2 must be chosen by 

(69) 

/0 r+oo 

sin K(S + S)f+ (s)ds + (l//c) /       sin /C5^0(5)^5,    (70) 

and JL satisfies 
/»+oo /•0 

Asin5/c= (l//c) /       cosKsg0(s)ds + (l/«) /    cos/c()s + S)f+(s)ds.       (71) 

Thus M+/(z) is even. For bounded M+/, the following conditions must be imposed 

r2ir/K p27r/K 

/ sinK:5/+(5)d5 = 0,      / cosKsf+(s)ds = 0. 
Jo Jo 

The former is automatically satisfied since f+(s) is even and periodic in x with period 
27r/tt. Therefore we only need 

/»27r/K 

/        cosK;s/+(s)ds = 0. (72) 
Jo 

An integral path in (67) is chosen as follows: let hi be an integer so that \x — 2irki/K\ < 
27r/K with z = x + iy and 

Pa = {21 = xi + % I (0 < si < 2k17r/K,y1 = 0), 

a smooth curve joining (2A;i7r/«, 0) with x + 23/ in Pr, 

and having length less than |^| 4-47r/«:}. 

By using the path pa and the properties of smK,(z — 5), we have 
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Lemma 3. If f+(z) G B++1 and satisfies (72), then 

/   sin K(Z - s)f+(s)ds G B++3, 
Jo 

and 

[ZsmK(z-s)f+(s)ds <ii:c-1/2||/+IU+. 
JO Bn+3 

By definition of Vf, we have 

/+oo 
smK(z-s)g0(s)ds 

r+oo 
= M+/(z -6)- (1/K) /       sin K(Z - s)g0(s)ds 

J z 

= M+f(z - S tanh hz) + (V0f(s))(z), (73) 

where 
P + 00 

(V0f(s))(z) = M+f{z -6)- M+f(z - S tanh hz) - (1/K) /       sin K(Z - s)g0(s)ds. 

Since Vf and M+f{z-6 tanh hz) are even, V0 f is even. So only estimates of V0/ for 
Re z > 0 are needed. By using Lemma 3, the estimates for Jz ^ smK(z - s)g0(s)ds 
and the definition of g0(s), we have 

Lemma 4. For f(z) = f0(z) + f+(z - 6 tanh hz) € Bn, V0f € B°+2 and 

C0 (^~f) <K({\\AcosKz\\BUi +e-1/2||/+||B:+i)exp(K&-1/2) 

+ e"1/2C'0(^))/or0-m-n' 

A similar proof can also be found in [8].   Now we have all the estimates of the 
integral operators we need. 

6.  Decomposition of the equations and estimates 

In (57), (58), and (59), we let 

a(z) = a0(z) + a+(z - S tanh hz),  u(z) = u0(z) + u+(z - 8 tanh hz), 

0(z,<r}) = 0o(z,r)) + 6+(z - S t&nh hz,ri), 
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where a0,a;0 and 6° belong to I?£+2 and a+,a;+ and 0+ belong to B^ for n > 0. We 
further assume 

a0(Z) = e^qUz), ^(z) = e1/2^), <P(Z,T,) = J'*<g(z,v), 

a+(z) = Avxiz) = A(COSKZ + e^^+iz)), (75) 

u>+(z) = ^(z) = A^2
Pt(z), e+{z,r,) = Av3(z,r,) = Ae^p+iz,^, 

where we express A the amplitude of the oscillatory tail as 

A = A€^+1^2 expi-lKe-1'2) = A1 expC-^e"1/2), (76) 

and A is some constant to be estimated later for the application of the contraction 
mapping theorem. 

Now let us consider (57) in the domain Dr. Since the Green's function G(z, 77; f, £) 
is orthogonal to Z(C) and 21(C) we only have to estimate 

Hi{(T,S,a,u,Q)(z,rj) = (Teq26xx - i/iSiep^aZ + (S + u;)zi +(9) 

+ (S/2)e(q2((S + u)z1 + aZ + 0%)^ + e"1^ {e(aZ + (S + u)z1 + 9)),  (77) 

■fl-2(£r,5,a,a;,tf)(2r) = -i/i*icp(l)g"2(l)(aZ +(5 +w)zi +fl) 

+ (3e/2)(aZv + (5 + a;)2l77 + ^)2 + 6-1F2(6(aZ + (5 + «;)*i + tf)), 

instead of F3 and F4 in (57). Let 

Hf(<r,vuV2,V3,A)(z,rj) = A'1 Hi (a,0, i(cosKZ + vi), AV2,ivs)(2,77), 

flJ(o-, wi, V2,V3,A)(z) = A~1H2 (a, 0, A(cos KZ + vi), ^2,^3) (z), 

Hi(a,S,a,u;,6)(z,r)) = H1(a,S,a,uj,9)(z,rj) - AH^(z - S tanh hz,r}), 

H$((T,S,a,u>,0)(z) = H2{cr,S,a,uj,e){z) - AH}(z - S tanh /b). 

By checking terms in ^T^" and iJ^", for |or| + X^i=i 11^115+     < iiT we can obtain that 

H+ € £+_! and H+ e B++2 with 

\\Ht\\B+<Keaiid\\H+\\B\<Ke- n + l 11 + 2 

Therefore by Lemma 1, it follows that Q^H^H^) € #^+3 an^ 

\\Q{Ht,HZ)(z,r,)\\B+    <Kt. 
n-t-3 

Also by checking terms in H® and ffj ? we have that if 

c1/2kl + lk0bo+2 + lk0bo+2 + riiB0+2 < K^\ 

and 

3 

IK - COSKS||B+    + E II^IIB+    < ^1/2
5 (80) n4-3 "      • TI+S ^n+3 

2=2 

then Hi € S° and ili? G B°+1. By Lemma 1 and the definitions of Banach spaces, 
g(H^H$) <E B^2 and for n > 0, 

||£(iM)|U     <^(^1+A1e-/2), (81) 
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where Ki and K are constants independent of e. By (57), (74) and (79), we have 

0O(z,v) + d^iz - 6 tanh hz,7]) 

= g(H? + AHf(z - 6 tanh hz,r)),H$ + AH+(z - S tanh hzlV)). 

Let the oscillatory part 

e+(z,V) = Avafrt}) = i^(iT+,F2
+)(z,77) = AV3(z,r,), (82) 

and it follows that 

e0(z,V) = g(HlHl) + Ag(H+($ - S tanh ht,0,H+(t - 6 tanh Afl)^) 

- ia(fl+(^, C), ^2
+(^))(^ - <? tanh hz, v) 

= I + AJi = e0(z,T1), (83) 

where £ and £ are the integration variables. However 

I = g(Ht(t - 8 tanh ht, C) - ^(^ - S, (), H+(Z - 6 tanh £) - i?2
+(£ - *)) 

- (g(F1
+, Jff2

+)(z - 6 tanh /w,T?) - g(H+,H+)(z - 6, r,)) 

= ii + n[2. 

By the evenness of E in 2, we only need estimates for Re z > 0. If we consider the 
functions in B® defined for Re z > 0, by Lemma 1, Hi G #"+2 W1^ 

n + 2 

and by (75), III2 € B°+2 with 

||m2||Bo+2 < iiTe^^^exp^Ke-1/2). 

By (79), (80), (81) and (83), we have e0(2,7?) G JB°+2 and 

Az,l)\\B°n+2<K<Ki + Aie-n/a): 

We state the above results as 

Theorem 1. Let 

e1/2M + l|a0llBO+2 + lk0bo+2 + n|Bo+2 

3 

+ !!«! - COSKZ\\B+    + ^ ||»i||B+    < Ke1'2, 
*=2 

anrf |Ai| < iT /or n > 0. Then V3(z,ri) e B++3 and e0(z,jj) G B°+2, 

ll^(«,i7)||B++3 < Ke and lie0^,^)!!^^ < Ke(K1+A1€-
n^), 

where K and Ki are constants independent of e. 
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Now we take up (58). Let 

g+(a,vuV2,v3,A1)(z) = A-lg1(0,cr,AvuAv2,Av3)(z), (84) 

g^(aJS,a,u,0)(z) = gi(S,a,a,u,6){z) - A~lgf(z-6 tanh hz). (85) 

By checking gf term by term, from 

V! - cos^||B++3 + C
1/2

I|V2|IB++3 + H^HB^ + €\a\ + l^il < Kc, (86) El/2 

it is shown that gf G B^"+i and 

\\gf - eK*cosKZ - K;€V2zz\\B+    < Ke2, 
n + l 

where i^J and K^ are coefficients of ecos/cz and e^^^ in ^jj" respectively. By (63), 
(64) and Lemma 2, we have C+gf € B^+z and (Tgf)(z) G #n+2 such that 

||/:+(^1
+ - eiq cos^ - cJR:|w2zz||B+    < K€y n+3 

||r(ff+ - c^* COSKZ - eK*V2ZZ)\\Bl+2 ^ Ke1-™® exp^"1/2). 

Then using integration by parts twice and Lemma 3 again, we obtain 

\\JC+(cKl COSKZ + €K;v2zz)\\B+    < Ke, 
n+3 

\\T(eKiCOSKZ + eKZv2zz)\\Bo+2 < Ke1-™2'*exp^/sc"1/2). 

Therefore we define 

V2l(z) = £+(9t)(z) = v2(z), (87) 

and it follows V2i(z) G B++3 and 

II^IWHB^ < Ke. (88) 

Also by checking terms in gi(z), we find that (86) together with 

ila0lk+2 + e1/Vlk+2 + niBo+a < ^6, 
implies ^J G 5^ and 

Co ^^^ < KeiK.e1^2 + le1/2) and 0 < * < n, 

ijo (^^^ < Keilde1*"'2 + ie1/2), 

where g^ = g® — K^u^z€ — ACOSK(Z — 8 tanh hz)Kl(S,cr), K^ is the constant coeffi- 
cient oiuPzze and K|(5,<J) is the coefficient of ACOSK{Z - 6 tanh ftz) depending upon 
S(z) and cr only. Thus by Lemma 2, ^p^ G .Bjl+2 and 

II^XIIBO     ^^(ITac + Aie-^-1)/2). 
n + 2 

Integration by parts twice yields 

||£(ii:3*w°2 + icosK(z-^tanh/iz)^4*(5,(7))||  o    < ^(ifj +^ie-(n-1)/2). 
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Therefore 

Il47?(*)ll*;+a < KiKxe + Axe-W*). (89) 

Prom (58), (74), (75) and (87), we have 

V2{z) =F21(2), 

and 

u0{z) = C(gi(8))(z) - AV2i(z - S tanh hz) 

= C(g[(s) + Agfis - 6 tanh hs))(z) 

- A£+{g^{a))(z - S tanh hz) 

= CigtWiz) + AW(z) 

s n^z). (90) 

By the evenness of TSL^z), we only need the estimates for Re z > 0. For Re z > 0, 

JK(z) = £(g+(s-6 tanh hs) -gf(s- 6))(z) 

+ >C+(^(5))(^ - tf) + r(fll
+(5 - S))(z) - £+((/+(5))(^ - S tanh ^). 

By Lemma 2, the estimates for #*(s) and integration by parts twice we find that 

\\£{gt(s - 6 tanh hs) - £+(s - S))(z)\\B0     < Ke'^"1^2 expC-^e"1/2). 

Here we only consider the functions in B^^ for Re z > 0.   Also by (88) and the 
definition of B^^ (only ^or Re 2; > 0), we have 

\\C+(g+(s))(z -6)~ £+(g+(s))(z - 6 tanh hz)\\B0     < Kt'^-^^ex^i-tKe'1'2). 

Thus by combining the estimate for T{g+(s — 6)){z)^ it is obtained that 

IIHWHBO     < Ke-^-^l2 expC-fee"1/2). 

Therefore from (89) and (90), we have that fl?(^) G B0
nJt2 and 

\\^{z)\\B.     KKiK^ + Arr^'^2). 
n + 2 

We summarize the results as follows. 

Theorem 2. Assume that ||i;i-cos«^||B+   +||v3||B+   +|Ai| + ||a0||Bo 2 + ||^
0
||BO 2< 

Ke anrf 11^11^+ 3 + ||w0||B;+a +c1/2H <Ke1/2. Then 

\\V2l(<T,VUV2,V3,A1)(z)\\B+      < Ke, 
n+3 

||fi?(^*1,»9,«3,o0
>a;0>«

0
>i41)(z)||</i:(iir1e + Aie-(B-1>/2), 

where K,Ki are constants independent of e. 
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Finally we consider (59). Let 

g}(o;vuV2,v3,A1)(z)=A-1g2(0,a,Av1,Av2,Av3)(z), (91) 

g%(S,(T,a,u,0,Ai)(z) =92(2) - Ag£(z- S tanh hz). (92) 

For Re z > 0, let 

E0(z) = g%(z) + Ag£(z - 6 tanh hz) - Ag£(z - 6). (93) 

By (65), (66) with g0(s) = E0(s), (70) and (71), we choose 

/0 /»+oo 
sin^(5 + <5)<72~(s)ds + (e/zc) /       sinKSE

0(s)ds, 

'6 Jo (94) 
H-00 ^ /.O v^^/ 

Asin^ = (1/^) /       cosKsE0(s)ds + (A/K) /    cos«(5 + 6)g2{s)ds1 
Jo J-6 

and by (67), 

vi(z) = COSKZ+(1/K)       smK,(z —s)g2(s)ds = Vi(z). (95) 

To have vi(z) bounded, from (72) we need 

r2ir 

/     cos Ksg} (s)ds = 0. (96) 
Jo 0 

By the definition of g£(z) and (75), (96) becomes 

r27r 

0 =  /     cos^51 ^(cosfts -j-e1/2^^))^ — i/151e(cos«5 + €1'2pf(s)) 

x ^ /   prlZ
2(r])drj - p(l)Z2(l)j + /    ^cgf2i;3fla - I/I^IC^^^I + v3) 

+ (3A/2)€(g2(T;iZ + ^1 + ^s)2)^ + (e^-^^Ie^Z + ^ + ^3))) 

x Z(ri)dTi - q2(l)Z(l) ( - iy161ep(l)q-2(l)(v2Z1 + ^3) 

4- (3i€/2)(t;iZt? + vasn + ^s^)2 

+ (ic)"1F2 (ic(i;iZ + ^^1 + vs))) I      V5 

/ \ri=l/ 

=  /     cos/^sl — o-e/c2cos/c5 — viSecosKsl /   PT;^
2(77)^77 - p(l)Z2(l)) \ds 

+ eY1(a9pt(s),V2(s),V3(s,ri),A). (97) 

Thus 

*=(-V16/K2)(J p7/Z
2(77)d7y-p(l)Z2(l)) +y1/(7r/c2) 

= X + yi(^P]f",^,V3,A). (98) 
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Also by checking the terms in Yi, it is found that under the condition 61/2(|(j| + 

(99) 

Wpfht) + EU IMB* + *-1/2MLil < ^1/2' 

We rewrite ^(^) in (91) by using (98), 

g£((T,Vi,V2,V3,Ai)(z) = -aen2 cos KZ + g^z) 

= -(X + iK^Pi-, ^2, V3,^))c/c2 cos/^z + ^i (z). 
(100) 

Note that ^(o-jVij^jVsjA)^) is still used to denote the right hand side of (100) if 
no confusion arises. It follows that (96) will be satisfied by (98). From the expression 
of #2"(2), ^ is easy t0 check that under the condition 

e1/2(M + iift+iiB++,) + E ii^iis^+e~1/2i^i ^ ^1/2' 
i=2 

we can have g£(z) G B^+1 and H^WH^-j- i < Kc3/2. By Lemma 3, 

/   sin AC(Z — s)g2(s)ds <Ke. 
JO Bn+3 

Again by checking terms in #2(2), if 

e1/2kl + ||a0||so+2 + ||a;0||Bo+2 + ||^||Bo+2 + |h - cos/c«||B++3 

3 

+E IMIB+M
+e"1/2iAii ^ K€l/2 for n ^0' 

»=2 

we obtain g°(z) e B°, and if ^(z) = ^(z) -^(5,^0,0,0,0)^), 

C° (yg°i(z)^ < ^(eCi+O/a + A^    for 0 < * < n, 

By integration by parts several times, it is easy to show that 

A?      r+oo 
(70 o     /       smK(z - s)g%(S,a,0,0,0,0)(s)ds < Ke"2, 

dz3 Jz 

for 0 < 3 < n + 2. Prom (59), (74), (75), (95) and (73), we have 

o0(z) = V(92(s))(z) - AViiz - 6 tanh hz) 
/+00 

smK(z-s)E0{s)ds 

= V0{92{s)){z) = A^a.^.wa.vs.o0^0^0,^)^). (101) 
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Using the above estimates for g^z) and ^(z) and Lemma 4, we have A^(z) G B^+2 

and 

\\Al(z)\\Bo    <K((\\ACOSKZ\\B+    +^1^/2) 
+ V "+1 . (102) 

x e-n/2 exp^Ke"1/2) + K2e). 

Note that the term ACOSKZ in (102) is exclusively the first term of ylVi^) in (95) and 
a term of a in g^s) of (95) has been replaced by (100). We state the above results as 

Theorem 3. From the condition 

e1/2M + ||a0|bo     + ||a,0||Bo     + ||0O||Bo     + |h - COSKZ\\B+ 

+ EI^IIB++3 + \A1\e-^<Ke^, 
'     * n-t-3 
i=2 

it follows that Vi (z) € -5^+3 an^ ^i ^ ^n+2 w^ 

\\Vi -COSKZ\\BO     <Ke, 
n+3 

||A;(2)||B.+2 < ^(||icos^||Bn++i + KiW^e-^expiiKe-1'2), 

where A is determined by (94) and K,Ki and K2 are constants independent of e. 

We study (94) for A. Choose 6 small and sin 6K / 0. From (93), write 

E0(z) = Ef (*) + g%(z) - E%(z) + i^(z - (5 tanh fc^) - Ag+(z - S) 

= E0
1(z) + AE0

2(z), 

where Ei(z) = g2(S,cr,ao,ujo,0o)(z) and each term in g^iz) - E^(z) has at least a 
factor of either a+,a;+ or 0+ which introduces a factor A. It is straightforward to 
show that for |<r| + iKlbo + \\UJ

0
\\BO + \\0°\\Bo + £-=1 I^H^ + |i4| < K, 

r+00 .    r-too 

(e/«) /       cos«5(i£§(5))ds  ^iiTie1/2. 
Vo 

Thus (94) becomes 

r+00 r+oo 

A = (l/Ksm6hi) /      cos/c5JBi(5)d5 4- (A/fcsintf/c) 

X   (   / COS ACSE^(5)^5 +   /      COStt(s-t-<?>)#2~(s)<isj 

^I + il^Ai^vi,^,^^0,^0,^0,^), (103) 
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and |I| < Ke1!2. By letting D^z) = pa(5,<7,0,0,0), checking the terms in E%(z) and 
using the evenness of E® {z) and integration by parts n-times, we have 

I = (Ksin^)"1 /       cos(/c5 + — ){dnEl{s)ldsn)K-nds 
Jo 2 

= (2^sin^)-1 /       COS(KS + — )(dnE%(s)/dsn)K-nds 

= (2Ksin^)-1 / exp(2(/c5 + -^-))(dnE°(s)/dsn)K-nds 
J-oo+iie-1/2 2 

= (2Acsin^)~1 exp(-£e~1/2K)( /       exp(i(/ct + ^)) 
^ J-oo 2 

x(a»(£?(*)-£>j(s))/aa") _ ,_«-"<« 

/+00 7?7r I \ exp(iOit + -^Jj^i?;w/ao     # i/2 K-ndt) 

= (2^sin^)-1 exp(-£€-1/2/c)(Ii + la). (104) 

By the definition of 13^+21 ^ 'ls easy ^0 show that 

llxl < Kel/hn/2(\\a0\\K+2 + \\^\\Bo+2 + \\e0\\BoJ. 

Using integration by paxts several times, we have 

|l2|<^€(n+3)/2. 

Therefore let ||o0||so    + ||u;0||Bo    + ||0o||Bo     < Ke1'2, and we have 
n-f-2 n-f-2 n + 2 

|I| < Ke(n+2)/2 exp(-^-1/2/c). (105) 

Note that K also depends upon (sin fttf)-1, where 6 is a small fixed constant and must 
be chosen so that sin KS is not zero. Now we have all the estimates for the equations. 

7. Existence Proof 

We use the notations introduced in (75) and (76). There are now eight unknowns 

U = (a,pi(z),pt(z)Jpt(z,V),qUz),ql(z)Jq°(z,V),A), (106) 

and eight equations (82), (83), (87), (90), (95), (98), (101) and (103).  We define a 
closed convex set in the Banach space R x (B++3)

3 x (B^+a)3 x E, 

Sb = {U € 1 x (2?++3)3 x (B«+2)
3 x R I |||F|| = £ (||p+||B+    + HWsiJ 

+ \a\ + \A\ < +oo; m\ - M + W-X\<b}, 

where x is defined in (98) and b is a small positive fixed number. 
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For U 6 Sf,, by the conditions of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 and the procedure to transform 
the differential equations into integro-differential equations, we need to transform (82), 
(83), (89), (95), (98) and (103) into 

a = x + Yl (a,p+,ell2
V+, e1/2^, Ae^+^l2 exp(-^e-1/2)) 

= X + Y{<T,Pt,pt,Pi,Al (107) 

Pt{z) = e-1l2V1{z) = Pl{a,pt,pt,pi,A)(z), (108) 

Pt(z) = e~1/2V2i(<r,v1,V2,V3,Ai), 

= e-1/2V2i(a,cosKz + e1/2P1,e
1^pt,e1/2P3,Ae^^2) 

= P2(<T,p+,p+,p+,A), (109) 

tiM = e-1/2V3(z,ri) = P3(<T,pi,Pt,pi,A)(z), (110) 

A = e-^1)/2 exp(^e-1/2)A1((r,cosKz + e^V, 

^'ht^pt, e"\l ^2
ql,^

2
qlAe^l2) 

= A(a,p+,p+,p+,gi
0,go,g30,^), (111) 

«§(z,i7) = e-1/20o(^,7?) = Q3(a,p+,p2
+,P3+,g?,g2

0,g3
0, A). (112) 

We use (111) to replace A in the term 

^e(n+l)/2exp(_^6-l/2^cos^ _ ^ _ cos^ _ ^ tanh ^^ 

in (101). After this substitution, (101) becomes 

a\z) = AV,^2^3,a0 V,00, AO^). 

We rewrite it as 

ql{z) = e-1/2A0(a, cos KZ + e1/ V, e1/^, e1^, e1^, e1/2^, e1/2g30, ^e'^1)/2) 

= Qi(<7,p+,p+,p+,<z?,<?2
0,<?3

0, A). (113) 

Finally we express (90) as 

q0
2(z) = e-xl29!l{a,vuv2,vz,a\u0,60, A^z) 

= e-^Q^a, cos KZ + e1/2P1,e
1/2pt,e^2P3,e

1/2Q1,e
1/2q°,e^2Q3,Ae(n+1^2) 

= Q3(<r,P?,J>£,j£,g?,«8,«S,i4). (114) 

Obviously (107) to (114) are equivalent to (82), (83), (87), (95), (98), (103), (101) and 
(90). Let 

T(U) = (x + Y,P1,P2,P3,Qi,Q2,Q3,A)(U). 

By Theorem 1, 2 and 3, estimates (99), (103) and (105), and the construction of 
-P2, A, Qi,Q2, we obtain that for U 6 <%, 

3 3 

\Y\ + J2 11^11*+    + E \\Qi\\B\2 + |A| < ^1/2, (115) 
i=l i=l 

where iiT is independent of e. Thus if e is small enough such that Ke1/2 < b, T maps 
5^ into itself. We also have the following 
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Theorem 4. For U^\U^ e Sb, 

\IT{UW) - T(U(2))\i < Ke^luW - C/2|fl. 

The proof of this theorem is same as the one of (115) if we follow the same steps 
to obtain Theorems 1, 2 and 3 from Lemmas 1, 2 and 3. Therefore we omit it here. 

By Theorem 4, if Ke1/2 < 1/2 for small e, then T is a contraction in Sb- By the 
contraction mapping theorem, T has a fixed point in Sb- Thus (107) to (114) have a 
Solution (oriPi,P2,pt:qi,q2i<lhA) and ^ (115) 

3 3 

k - xl + E ll^lk+
+3 + E ^0lk+2 + M ^ Kt1'2- 

2=1 n 2=1 

Finally we go back to the original variables and obtain a solution (a,oj,8) for the 
integro-differential equations (57) to (59) by choosing appropriate constants. There- 
fore we have a solution for (45) to (47), (51) and (52). Now we summarize the existence 
result as follows: 

Theorem 5. There exists a small CQ > 0 such that for 0 < e < eo the equations (35) 
to (37) possess a solution w(X, rj) with 

w(X,ri) = €(S(e1^x)z1(rj) + a(x)Z(V) +u;(x)z1(V) + flfoiy)), 

where x = (1 - cje)1/2^, S(e1l2x) is defined in (34), 

u{x) = ^{x) + Av2{x - 6 tanh hx),a(x) = a0(a;) -h Avi(x — 8 tanh hx), 

8(xJri) = 60(x,r]) + Avs(x —.6 tanh hx,7]), 

with the following properties: if x is replaced by the complex variable z, 

a0,u0,e0 G J?°+2 anrf vuV2,v3 G B++3, 

l|a0|bo+2 + ll"0|bo+a + ||^0
||BO+2 + ||vi - CO8KZ\\B:^ 

3 

+ y]lK||B+    <K€,    IcT-xIrClfe1/2, 
n.+3 

2=2 

ond |A| < iiTe^"1"2^/2 exp(—IKC"
1
/
2
), where x is defined in (98), S is a fixed small 

constant with sin 8K, ^ 0, and iiT is independent of e, 6^^ may depend on £ and other 
parameters in the definitions of 13^+2 and Bn+s • 

Therefore, assume that i/ = i/i(l - 8^) with Si > 0 and g(*) = pll2{t)U(t). For 
small e, there exists a constant a depending upon e such that (13) to (15) have a 
solution 

f{X^) = y q-l{t)dt + eS{e1l2x)zl[J   q'^dt) 

+ i [ cos(/c(a: - «. tanh Aa;))Z ( /   g"1 (t)dt) ] 

+ e201(x^) + Ae02(x - <!> tanh ftx, V7), 

where a: = (1 - ae)1/2^, Oi(a;, V) is of order 0(exp(-d\x\e1/2) for a; € M,<0 € [0,1], 
02(x,'ip) is periodic and bounded for small e and |A| < Ke^71^2^2 exp(-^6~1/2) for 
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0 < ni-SiPi/li)"1/2 — r < t < /K(-6if3i/'yi)~1/2 and any fixed positive integer n. 
Thus an approximation of /(X,^) up to first order is 

/    q-1(t)dt + eS{e1l2X)zin    q-l{t)dt}, 

and the amplitude of the oscillatory tail is exponentially small. 
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